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New parking plan drives
overnight students to lot 28
lice and Security was “very positive and
very enthused” at working with DMS Se
News Editor & Editor-In-Chief
curity.
A schedule of the shuttle buses’ arrivals
Effective at 7 a.m. this morning, all resi and departures to and from lot 28 will be
dent and overnight parking will be restricted released to students “within a week or so,”
to lot 28, adjacent to Clove Road Apart said Pennington.
ments. The plan to redesign MSU’s exist
The estimated time for a shuttle to make
ing parking policy was drafted by Dr. Karen its rounds from the Student Center to lot 28,
Pennington, Vice President for Student De according to an August trial run, is 16 min
velopment and Campus Life, and Dr. utes.
Patricia Hewitt, Vice President of Business
“The intention was to run |the shuttle
and Finance, and approved in late July by buses] every five to seven minutes,” said
the Executive Council.
Pennington. “That’s not going to happen.”
In addition to all residents being re
In addition to running five buses during
stricted to using lot 28, all off-campus guests the day, and fewer at night, van services will
and commuters in need of overnight park be provided during late-night hours.
ing will also be mandated to lot 28.
“If the 15 passenger van service is inad
The new parking arrangement has been equate then we will go back to the buses,”
designed to improve campus
said Pennington.
JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
safety, said Phil Calitre, Di
“The key to this being a
A POSSIBLE PARKING SOLUTION?: Beginning this morning, 24-hour shuttle
rector of University Police
success is reliable shuttle ser
“The key to this
service w ill be provided to all students now required to pa rk in lot 28. The guard booth
and Security.
vice,” Hewitt said.
"By parking (the resi being successful is
The decision to limit resi will be operated by recently-contracted D M S Security.
dents] in one area, we can
dent and overnight parking to
provide more concentrated reliable shuttle
lot 28 has been met with con
is
security coverage,” Calitre service.
troversy from both the student be a learning process and we need the stu have to understand where we’re coming
from. This is ridiculous,” said Amanda
said.
body and the SGA, and has dents’ understanding.”
The
recent
re-paving
and
re-striping
of
Dolphin, a senior and Freeman Hall resi
Beside extended police
caused
friction
between
resi
- Dr. Patricia Hewitt,
campus parking lots has created an addi dent. “This is the first year I’ve brought
coverage, residents will be
dent
and
commuter
students.
Vice President for
provided with 24-hour
“There are 2,200 residents, tional 90 spots in lot 28 and approximately my car to school. I might as well have left
Business and Finance
it at home. It would have been closer.”
shuttle bus and van service.
and 11,000 commuters enrolled 370 campus-wide, said Hewitt.
Several student petitions to overrule the
Another issue facing administrators pre
A private security contractor,
at MSU...that’s almost a 5 to 1
new parking plan are circulating.. Although sented with the new parking plan is inclem
DMS Security, will also be
ratio,” said Pennington.
guarding lot 28, security, ------------------- ^
Even though the majority of the SGA has not formally organized oppo ent weather and its effect on the campus
booths at all entrances, the Student Center MSU students are commuters, SGA Presi sition in the form of protest, Griffin said that parking lots.
‘There are approximately 800-1000 cars
Annex, and the Clove Rd. and Quinn Rd. dent John Griffin is opposed to the new plan. he has “fought pretty damn hard” to oppose
that are parked on campus overnight. This
security booths.
“The student government is not support the new parking plan.
Griffin said that he will not be using the makes it difficult for snow removal when
A contract was established with DMS ing this decision. Just because there are
Faculty/Staff
parking pass issued to him, as we have cars sporadically parked in the
after MSU’s previous security contractor, more residents than commuters, that doesn’t
well
as
other
members of the SGA Execu lots,” Calitre said.
USA Security, proved problematic.
mean they’re equal,” said Griffin. “For the
tive
Board
and
student representatives on
Students concerned about safety issues
“We did have some problems with USA residents, this is their home.”
the
Board
of
Trustees,
by
University
Police.
or
complaints
regarding the new parking
security,” said Pennington. “DMS comes
University Police and Security are hop
“I
would
gladly
give
up
my
pass
if
they
plan
can
contact
University Police and Se
with a good reputation, they understand our ing for student cooperation with the new
did
away
with
the
lot
28
policy,”
Griffin
curity
at
655-5222.
needs, and we have high hopes about our plan.
new contract with them.”
“We’ve utilized every possible parking said.
ADDITIONAL REPORTING BY:
“1 think that they [the administration] RODNEY POINT-DU-IOUR, STAFF WRITER
Calitre also claimed that University Po space on this campus,” Calitre said. “It will
By Christine Zielinski & Justin Vellucci

Desk Assistants secure
dorms through the night
By Nick Clunn
Staff Writer

JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

GRAVEYARD SHIFT: Desk assistants in Blanton H all a n d in all other residence
halls w ill work early m orning hours starting this semester.

O n T h e Inside
Police Report

News

Beginning this semester, residence hall
Desk Assistants are now required to work
24-hour shifts, as a result of the cancella
tion of USA Security’s contract. In place of
the former security system, a $70,000 card
swipe system has been installed, according
to Dr. Melinda O’Brien, Director of Resi
dence Life.
Desk Assistant salaries increased from
$5.25 to $6 an hour this semester as an in

centive to work the 24-hour shifts.
The beginning of 24-hour DA security
has been met with a string of staff resigna
tions and many DA’s are concerned for their
safety as well as the effect the late-night
shifts will have on their performance in
school.
Bohn Hall desk assistant, Kim Luca,
sophomore said that early morning work
ers might choose sleep over academics.
“If they have an 8:00 class, they might
not go to that,” Luca said.
SEE SECURITY O N P. 4
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Freshmen students begin the
academic year at MSU.

New Student Experience
helps welcome students back
to campus.

Summer Movie Review:
Check out 10 summer hits
and misses at the movies.

President Cole welcomes
students back to MSU.
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W eekend W eather F orecast
THURSDAY

F R ID A Y

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Sunny
HI: 8 0 ° LO : 6 0 °

Sunny
HI: 8 1 ° LO : 6 5 °

Sunny
H I: 8 7 ° LO : 7 1 °

Sunny
HI: 8 5 ° LO : 6 7 °
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N ational N ews

Hurricane floods NJ beaches

Advertising Policy
By Jack Kaskey
DEADLINES
The deadline to submit advertisements to
The Montclarion is the Monday of the week
of publication
BILLING
The M ontclarion is distributed on Thurs

days and invoices and tearsheets arc mailed

the following Monday Tearsheets for pre
paid ads must be requested. Thirty (30)
days are given for payment after the inser
tion date, after which a 15 percent finance
charge is levied. After sixty (60) days, ac
counts are referred to an outside collection
agency.

A D RATES
ON CAMPUS
Full page - $168.00
Half page - $105.00
Quarter page - $63.00
Eighth page - $32.00

OFF-CAMPUS
Full page - $310.00
Half page - $200.00
Quarter page - $125.00
Eighth page - $80.00

Classifieds - (up to 30 wds.) $10.00.
Call 655-5237for a complete listing of discount packages.

MSU P olice R eport

Please check for
the police report
next week.

Press of Atlantic City Staff Writer
Hurricane-whipped seas bat
tered southern NewJersey beaches
Tuesday, causing some beach ero
sion and bay flooding even as fore
casters said conditions will get
worse
before
they
get
better.
The high winds and rugged
surf were the result of Hurricane
Dennis, which slowed to a crawl
off the North Carolina coast Tues
day, its path in the coming days
uncertain.
Even with Dennis 300 miles
south of Atlantic City, it was close
enough Tuesday to send 8- to 10foot-high breakers crashing onto
Cape May County beaches.
Offshore, the hurricane was
churning up 12 to 20 foot waves
off Cape May County and 6 to 15
foot seas along the rest of the coast.
“We're getting hit pretty hard,”
said Lou Ferrante, chief of Long
Beach Township Beach Patrol.
“But I can’t tell how bad the beach
erosion is until it all dies down.”
Dennis isn’t expected to fade

until early this weekend. If it
makes landfall, its most likely path
would take it over North Carolina,
with a remote chance of it coming
over southern New Jersey.
Forecasters at the N ational
Weather Service predict a 44 per
cent chance of Dennis coming
within 65 miles of Cape Hatteras,
N.C., through Friday night. The
weather service said the chance of
the hurricane coming within 65
miles of Atlantic City is 9 percent,
most likely Thursday night.
Even with the hurricane lurk
ing nearby, there were some sunny
skies Tuesday. Many beaches re
mained open, with bathers limited
to walking ankle-deep in the surf.
That was the case in Atlantic
City, where unusually high water
forced lifeguard equipm ent at
some beaches onto the Boardwalk.
As in most beach communities
Tuesday, Dennis’ fierce waves
were slowly eroding the Atlantic
City beach, although it is difficult
to assess the extent of the damage
until the water recedes, said Bob
Levy, chief of emergency services.

Officials were expecting beach
erosion to increase if Dennis stalls
too long.
The ocean has already re
claimed 100,000 cubic yards of
sand that was spread on the Avalon
beach between 9th and 16th streets
this spring at a cost of roughly
$700,000, said Harry deButts.
Public Works, director.
“Considering the wave action
we are taking, I’m not surprised,”
deButts said.
In Cape May Point, Mayor
Malcolm Frasier estimated the
Cape Avenue beach lost a foot of
sand depth. The tide may bring the
beach back, but if Dennis persists,
the sand could be lostforever,
Frasier said.
Many of the barrier islands
experienced flooding on the back
bays Tuesday. Flooding is ex
pected to be worse over the next
couple days.
Many motorists, apparently
oblivious to the damaging effects
of salt water on cars, were seen
roaring through flooded stretches
of Ocean Drive in Sea Isle City.

F rom T he A rchives

T h ^ I/ ìo n t c i .a r t o n
N ovem ber 25y 1985

C am pus C rim e Rate
Reaches A ll-T im e H igh

F or T he R ecord
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors.
If you think that we have made a mistake in a story
please call Editor-In-Chief Justin Vellucci at (973) 655-5230.

T h e M o n t c l a r io n
Stories In Progress

In October 1985, 63 “Class One”
offenses were reported to Campus
Police, including seven assaults,
seven burglaries, 38 larcenies, and
11 motor vehicle thefts, marking
the month as having the highest
crime rate in Montclair State his
tory.
The number of offenses was up
from 58 offenses in September
1985, and had increased “three
fold” from figures taken only two
years before, according to Lt.
Michael Postaski.
“Our force is doing a 200 per
cent job considering the fact that
our responsibilities have increased
dramatically,” said Chief Jayne
Rich of Campus Police.
In 1984, Montclair State had

the second highest crime rate
among 13 colleges listed in the
University and College Offense
Data (UCOD). The highest crime
rate in the UCOD belonged to
Rutgers U niversity in New
Brunswick.
Though the primary campus
safety issue at the time was auto
theft, for which Montclair State
had the highest rate among New
Jersey state colleges from 1981 1983, of particular interest was a
robbery that took place on Sep
tember 29, 1985.
At 5:30 a.m., a female Clove
Road resident walking through lot
28 was the victim of a robbery.
She was approached by a man
who grabbed her purse and then

tied only after threatening her if
she reported the incident.
Though the crime rate would
reach its peak in 1985, Campus
Police asked, in the November 8,
1984 edition of The Montclarion,
that, to help lower the frequency
of on-campus crimes, students
should be mindful of personal
property and their surroundings.
“We can’t patrol everywhere
on campus,” said Rich. “We need
people to be our eyes and ears by
reporting everything suspicious.”
Campus Police asked resident
students to avoid lot 22 “as much
as possible,” according to Rich,
due to the high number of crimes
that took place in campus park
ing lots.

Science Hall opens

President C ole’s speech

EMS up and running

The long-awaited Science Hall is com
plete, and, in August, the teachers moved in
as scheduled.

President Cole speaks to faculty about
opportunities for the coming year.

After a temporary shut down to im
prove and educate EMS workers, the cam
pus EMS resumed operation.

N ew s
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MOVING IN: Maria Digiacinto and Donna Cook, business marketing majors, trudge along, lugging their belongings to their residence halls.

Class o f 2003 maintains high admission standards
Though larger, the average SAT score and class rank of this year’s freshman class equal those of last year.
By Christine Zielinski
News Editor
Freshmen admissions have increased
20 percent since last year. The 1,350
students in the class of 2003 come from
about a 40 mile radius, and there are
more out of state students this year than
last, said Alan Buechler, Director of
Admissions.
“The average combined SAT score
is 1100...and the average class rank is in
the top quarter,” Buechler said. These
numbers equal last year’s freshmen
class, which contained approximately
1100 students.
It was unusual for the numbers of
freshmen to increase and still maintain
the quality of previous years, Buechler
said.
The higher number is largely due to
the admissions ambassadors, improved

campus activities, and off-campus re
cruitment efforts in areas such as east
ern Pa. and N.Y., Buechler said.
“Ambassadors are a critical part of
our recruitment program,” Buechler said.
“The activities also seem to really be
beefed up, and that attracts students.”
“Moving in was not as stressful as
people think it is,” a freshman chemis
try major said. “I didn’t have to wait
for an elevator at all [in Freeman].”
“Bohn Hall’s elevators broke down
three times yesterday, and I’m in a triple.
Enough said,” another freshman resident
said.
“They’re very bright, warm, goaloriented, and excited about being here,”
Miranda DeStefano, a junior admissions
ambassador said.
Last year, the SAT scores were higher
than the average of the previous year, but
half of the 6200 students who applied
were not accepted.

Friday, Sept. 3rd
Saturday, Sept 4th
7:10 pm
See form er major leaguers Mark Lemke and Pete Rose Jr.
as the Jackals battle the A lle nto w n Ambassadors
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WE BAKE OUR OWN BREAD

«SUBW AY*
410 Bloomfield Ave. Montclair ? 744-7443

Start this semester out rightlathot dogs
Drink Beer (or soda! and
Watch some great baseball
at Yogi Berra Stadium

M on.-Thurs.: 10- 1 0 ; Fri.: 10 - ll; Sat.: 11 - 11; Sun.: 1 1 -K

Cel a Regular
Kegu
6”
Sub F R E k when

ou buy any 6”
£
ub of equal or
greater price and
a 21 oz drink

ijm* 1coupon pet vteta.
Ci—nl be utHnkinod with oUk <
often. Good Maolclair
ftMfcwar Only. E*p 1CV3 UV9

FR E E I D B L
ID EA L

Buy any Footlong
Sub, Gel 1 Reg.
i
Footlong Sub*
I
FREE
with the purchase of j
a medium soft drink

•o f equal or lesser value
Lann 1 coupon pci vital.
Curn u be cuaiMMtl with utht i
offer». C w tn M w ttU r
S n b w n j o n | y . E i p . | (V J I / W

j

Get 2 Regular
Footlong Subs
for only

$5.99

U nit 1 coupon pet mil.
■ CrniM be cooiWeU «vitti ottici
1
uff»». Good al Mm idair
Sd»wiO»l>. Bip. Iflttl/W

Yogi Berra Stadium is right on campus
Just take the shuttle bus or walk down to
the quarry lots and you're there!!!

Call (9731746-7434 for info and tickets
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I “And what about if I don’t wait for the shuttle?”
1 Howlongit willtakeyoutogetbacktoyourresidencehall

SECURITY
CO NTINU ED FROM P. 1

Residence Life employees prepare to
replace USA Security on late-night shifts

IENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

ResidenceHall

WalkingTimefromLot28

Clove Road 300 Apts.

03 minutes, 21 seconds

Clove Road 100 Apts.

04 minutes, 38 seconds

Blanton Hall

12 minutes, 02 seconds

Bohn Hall

13 minutes, 38 seconds

Webster Hall

14 minutes, 26 seconds

Stone Hall

15 minutes, 32 seconds

11

20 minutes, 20 seconds

Russ Ha

Freeman Hall

The number of DA’s who have re
signed in the last week have caused
several buildings to experience staff
shortages.
Five Freeman/Russ Hall DA’s quit
at the beginning of the Residence Life
training session last week, cutting the
staff from 21 to 16. The present staff
of 16 will be covering shifts at both
Freeman and Russ Halls because there
are not enough DA’s to cover each
building.
The crew covering desks at
Webster and Stone are shorthanded as
well, DA Tyesha Mitchell, a junior,
said.
Mitchell and other students work
ing on short-handed staffs are stressed
at the prospect of keeping the desk
manned around the clock.
O’Brien said that students are not
required to work the new shifts and
employees should consult their super
visors if they are having difficulty
managing their school schedules.
O’Brien informed employees that
she had 15 years experience with the
card swipe system and 24-hour DA se
curity.

“It worked very well...the staff was
not jeopardized,” O ’Brien said.
Some of the swipe-card units have
been malfunctioning, but extra police
have been monitoring the halls to com
pensate for the breakdown, O ’Brien said.
Silent alarms were also installed un
der each residence hall desk in case of
emergencies. The silent alarms, if trig
gered, will contact University Police and
Security officials.
Students will do a better job guard
ing the halls than the private security
agency, USA Security, did last year,
O’Brien said.
“The quality of work that [USA Se
curity] did doesn’t affect the quality of
life at their homes,” O’Brien said.
While Freeman/Russ Hall Desk As
sistant Andy Bott, sophomore, agreed
with the cancellation of contract, he said
that campus police should guard the desk
“I can understand why they did it be
cause the security last year was horrible,”
Bott said.
The MSU Board of Trustees is sched
uled to inspect the new security systems
in all residence halls on Sept. 9.

20 minutes, 22 seconds

G
E

WEREFIGHTING FORTHECHILDREN.

G
S

MSI Sludenb, Faculty, and Alumni Receive
$5UOff Of Any Course Held On Campus!
P erso nal A ttention * G uaranteed R esults
Contact us at 1-888-544-KIDS or
www.kidscampaigns.org to learn how you can help
the Coalition lor America’s Children.
Generous support is provided by the AT&T Foundation

COMPUDEX
A COMPLETE W ORD PROCESSING SERVICE

BERNADETTE COLEY
973-471-6374 fax 973-779-1368
e-mail: compudexWP@aol.com
W E L C O M E ~ B A C K M SU S T U D E N T S !!!

Beginning September 2, 1999, Compudex will be Montclair State
University’s word processing service. We will type your research paper,
thesis, etc. A drop-off box is located in the Student Center, near the
bookstore. Pick up and delivery is free of charge. Further details will
be posted in the Student Center.
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THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
(800) 2 REVIEW
info.nj@review.com

Learn the fundamentals of income tax preparation with the Jackson Hewitt Income Tax Course.

Classes start soon! For more information, call the number
listed below, or visit our website at www.iacksonhewitt.com

973-748-9222
Call Today!
JA
CKSONIH
EWITT
«
M SERVICE
m

h

ì

There may be a small feefor books and supplies

i

|

You c a n e a rn e x tr a in co m e a s a q u a lifie d ta x p re p a re r!

•TUITION-FREE!
•Day and Evening Classes!
•Flexible Hours and Convenient Locations!
•Many Successful Graduates Work For Us!

n

dg e on

LEARN TO EARN....FREE!

PICK UP & DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE

Quick & Accurate - Resumes - Mailings
Scholastic - Desktop Publishing - D atabases
Transcriptions - Medical - Legal - Business - Insurance
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Savings - $25

There's a better way

Your Online College Bookstore

S a v e u p to 40% o n n e w te x tb o o k s
G et th em in 1-3 b u sin e ss days. G u a ra n te e d
•Books delivered in no m ore th an th ree business days or your shipping is refunded. Some restrictions apply. See www.varsitybooks.com for details.
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FEATURE

P utting the Pieces Together through N ew Student O rientation
By Lisa Gribbin____________ ___ ______
Assistant Feature Editor

s the upperclassmen at MSU were
winding down their spring semes
ter, counting the minutes until sum
mer, the incoming freshmen were getting
flyers in the mail about orientation, a man
datory 1 night, 2 day event for all new stu
dents.
The theme for this years program was
“Putting the Pieces Together.” Revolving
around this theme were puzzle pieces of
MSU components and how to fit them to
gether.
New Student Experience, located in
Morehead Hall, sponsored new student ori
entation. Dr. Felicia McGinty, the director
of New Student Experience, and first year
counselors Ken Wolpin, Laura Pascal,
Monica Irizarry and June Giardina were in
charge of various areas of programming.
Orientation Workshop Leaders (OWLS)
were hired to work with the students on a
more personal level. Each new student was
assigned an OWL as a mentor for learning
about MSU on a more down to earth level.
The two Super OWLS for this years ori
entation staff were Karyn Deming and
Carolyn Velchik. The OWLS were as fol
lows: Curt Banicki, D iedra C harles,
Olasehinde Fasehun, Rachel Fisher, Ryan
Hodgin, Jess Leidy, Susie Magro, Jenn
McKenny, Angela Mirante, Nore Ojogun,
Nancy Protusenia, Phil Strohmeyer, Tracy
Tre/a, D ayna W isniew ski and AJ
Zetterstrom.
Opinions about the OWLS were varied.
One freshman, Christina Spatz, thought that
“all of the OWLS had a positive attitude
which helped create a comfortable atmo
sphere at an awkward time.”
Andrea Denham, a transfer student, be
lieved differently. “I thought we would meet
more people through the OWLS. There
could have been more icebreakers.”
“Some of the OWLS acted like they did
not want to be there, while others got in

A
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D uring Welcome Week, Bobby Schaller takes a risk by sitting atop the du n k tank, patiently aw aiting a fa ll into cold water.

volved and made orientation interesting,”
stated Derek Macchia, a freshman student.
This program took place over a day and
a half and taught about the basics and be
yond of college life. Speakers from the vari
ous departments on campus, including Fi
nancial Aid, Athletic, and Residence Life,
held seminars in which they addressed ques
tions and concerns.
The main event of the program was reg
istration. On the first evening students were
given the ability to check open classes on

computers in the Student Center lab. The
next morning students went for advising and
then hurried down to Student Center Annex
411 where they were able to call in to regis
ter.
A student expo, run by Chuck Feiner,
Director of Student Activities, gave organi
zations a chance to get their name out and
try to gain freshmen involvement within
their club. New students were also given free
items such as t-shirts, cups, pens, bumper
stickers and informational folders.

¡ENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

Donna Russo, M adelin Bonilla a n d others sample the picnic-style lunch held during Welcome Week in the Student Center Quad.

At nighttime, the social lights were glar
ing with a DJ and a dance party held out in
the Student Center quad with free pizza and
drinks. Afterwards, the new students were
obligated to return to Bohn Hall where they
stayed overnight. A curfew was in effect,
although many opted for no sleep at all.
Linda Iferika felt the overnight stay was
“like high school because of the 2 am cur
few. It was a big sleepover party.”
Bill Gray, a freshman, agreed, stating,
“I was irate over the curfew. It did not make
sense that I could not just be free to walk
around and see the school.”
This program did not only cater to fresh
men. There was a parent track held for those
parents wishing to participate. There was
also a non-mandatory orientation for trans
fer students allowing them the chance to go
on a campus tour, gain their alpha accounts
and get their ID cards.
Welcome Week closed the summer pro
gramming for the new students. The theme
was “Putting your best foot forward.” It was
a three day agenda consisting of activities
such as information sessions, caricature art
ists and a time for new student to reunite
with their OWLS.
A department expo was held which gave
students a chance to ask last minute ques
tions and pick up some free resources like
planners. An expo held by Food Services
was also placed in the Blanton/ Bohn Hall
quad displaying various freebies such as
cookies, key chains, juice and For Him/ Her
boxes.
The orientation as a whole gained posi
tive feedback. Laura Pascal, a first year
counselor, thought that “orientation pro
vided an opportunity to reduce fears and
anxiety. It also gave new students a chance
to interact with the counselors and the
OWLS to overcome the unknown.”
Justinn Waddell, a freshman student,
thought that “if you allowed yourself to have
fun and learn from the programming it was
rewarding.”
Others believed that the program was
just too much. Linda Iferika stated that,
“overall, I did get the message, but they tried
a little too hard. I think they wasted a whole
lot of money. We could have done the pro
gram in a day.”

FEATURE
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Getting back into the swing
Tipsfo r a smooth transition into the Fall 1999 semester
By Carolyn Velchik____________________
Feature Editor

s you are lying in your bed at night
are you beginning to think about
what your first class is going to be
like or are you trying to redecorate your new
room in your mind for the 100th time?
If you are daydreaming about your sig
nificant other or anything else, STOP! Get
ting back into the swing should be first pri
ority. If you are unsure of how to get back
in gear or just plain forgot, here are some
reminders for success.
• Cut back on partying, however if you
do go out at night make sure that you do not
have to get up early for class.
• Buy new school supplies so you’ll be
ready to do all your homework.
• Write down all your professors’ phone
numbers in your phone book so if you have
to miss class, you’ll have them handy. Your
teachers will admire your responsible be
havior for actually calling them.
• Try to sit towards the front of the class
so you can hear clearly and take notes bet
ter and maybe even participate once or
twice! Raise your hand and ask questions!
• As soon as you get the class syllabus,
write down all important due dates in a plan
ner so you can attempt to hand in all projects
on time.
• Residents: buy a new pair of sneak
ers!! You might need them for that long walk
back from lot 28.
• If you need to use the computer labs,
either go early or late, trying to go midday
might be a crowded experience.
• Try not to procrastinate... start things
ahead of time so you don’t stress out the
night before your midterm or your two
month long project is due.
• Get involved in campus life in order to
learn new things and make new friends.
Check out the Campus Calendar starting

A

next week and look for fliers decorating the
campus. Remember, there is something for
everyone.
• Check with friends before buying
books to see if they might have a textbook
that you need. You might be able to con
vince the to give you fifty percent off. Hey,
its more than book buy back!
• Go and visit an advisor. It can be your
major advisor, an undeclared advisor or your
first year counselor. Talk to them about
classes and how things are moving along.
• Do not start to miss class now. Once
you start, it becomes an unwanted habit.
Keep in mind that it starts in groups. Do not
be influenced to follow the crowd.
• If you do not have an e-mail account,
get one. You can visit any lab on campus
and a lab assistant with help you. Also, do
not forget to pick up your student ID and
your parking decal.
• Desk Assistants: Rest Up!! You have
a long late night road ahead of you.
• Drop classes now!! If you do not like a
class, get rid of it. Do not wait until you have
paid fully for a class that you can no longer
get your money back on because you missed
the deadline.
• Always look for the best buy. Whether
or not you have to buy books, an Ethernet
card or pencils, always consider where your
cheapest discount will be. Keep in mind that
you are a poor college student! Do not over
spend.
• Get internet for your room now. Do
not wait. The line is growing as you read
this article. Get on the ResNet website and
fill out the application.
• Keep in mind that YOU have a voice.
You may not believe that a student voice is
much, but it can make all the difference. Do
not be afraid to stand up for what you be
lieve is ridiculous or unfair.
And finally, have fun and have a great
semester!

ERIN DA5ENBROCK/ MONTCLARION

Ryan Chung gets back into gear early w ith his first purchase, a M ontclair notebook.
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FLAG FOOTBALL

TENNIS

REGISTRATION: SEPTEMBER 2 - SEPTEMBER 10
PICK UP REGISTRATION FORMS IN THE COMMUTER LOUNGE OR THE FITNESS CENTER
ANY QUESTIONS?: CALL THE MSU CAMPUS RECREATION OFFICE @973-655F7443

COMING SOON...EIGHT BALL TOURNAMENT, TRIVIA CONTEST, WIFFLEBALL, VOLLEYBALL

Attention All
Theatre Lovers!!!
Montclair State University

PLAYERS
is holding
their

FIRST M E E T IN G
on

Tuesday, September 7th
@ 6:30 pm
in
CafeC
Second Floor of the
Student Center

AUDITIONS FOR

A m adeus
ON
SEPT. 8TH & 9TH *
@6:30
CALLBACKS ON
SEPT. lOTH @ 6:30PM
*Ìk tàe
VÙUfVU *lhe<tpi£
S t u d e n t d e u te s t A

u u e t

Room 126
Players is a Class One of the SGA.
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Arts & Enter tain m en t
1999 Summer M ovie Review

A look a t this su m m ers hottest h its a n d fa tte s t flo p s
When dealing with the
silver screen, there are
famous blockbusters,
major flops, and ev
erything imaginable in
between. This sum
mer was no exception.
With special thanks to
a good friend of mine, who just happened
to work in a movie theatre this summer, I
had the opportunity to catch most of the
summer releases. Here are some of the best
and worst films of the summer of 1999.
Let’s begin at the beginning, with the
largest movie of the summer and quite pos
sibly in the history of film making; Star
Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace.
The one true blockbuster of the summer,
Star Wars Episode l broke box office records
and the Star Wars saga has continued to en
tertain and amaze people for over three gen
erations. And it’s not very difficult to see
why. The taunting previews, the aura of Star
Wars, the hype, the characters; all of these

volving cowboys wearing sunglasses (Wild
Wild What?) was released, so was quite
possibly the funniest movie of the summer,
South Park: Bigger, Longer, and Uncut.
This movie, even if you are not a big fan of
the television series, is pure genius. With
references to other films, great literary
w orks, and Broadway plays like Les
Miserables, this musical rendition of South
Park had everyone rolling in the aisles. The
guest appearance of Sadam Hussein as
Satan’s lover might just be the funniest vi
sual image ever. Even though it was strange
seeing Kenny’s face for the first, and possi
bly last, time this movie is a must see.
In early July, a future cult classic may
have been created with the movie Ameri
can Pie. With a guest apperance by the band
Blink 182, American Pie is about four boys
who make a pact to lose their virginity on
prom night. Their success is astounding, but
also quite comical, each accomplishing their
objective in quite a different way. Granted
there are a couple of sappy moments, but
everything else, including a quite disfigured
apple pie, creates such comedy that most
male teenagers (and some female) can re-

were enough to grab anyone’s attention. But
try combining all that with an all star cast
including Liam Neeson (Qui-Gon Jinn, also
seen this summer in The Haunting), Ewan
McGregor (Obi-Wan Kenobi), Natalie
Portman (Queen Amidala), Jake Lloyd
(Anakin Skywalker), and Ray Park (Darth
Maul), and there was almost no way to cre
ate a bad piece of film. And the promise
only continued when George Lucas returned
to the director’s chair for the first time since
the original Star Wars: A New Hope. A
spectacular movie, The Phantom Menace
was an explosive start to the summer.
Nothing quite had the impact or the draw
like Star Wars did, but after about a month,
the first sign of life outside of Star Wars
appeared in The General’s Daughter. Star
ring John Travolta in a mystery shrouded in
suspicion, The General's Daughter twisted
and turned in a suspenseful drama leading
back to a startling conclusion. It’s not quite
Oscar material, but rent it if you’re in the
mood for an interesting mystery.
By late June, things were in full swing
with the release of the television-based
movie Wild Wild West starring Will Smith
and Kevin Kline. Although it topped the
box office for a short while, it’s hard to fig
ure out why. It played just like a T.V. epi
sode leaving most of the audience wonder
ing when the next episode would air and
what crazy plot scheme would be involved.
The only good thing about the movie might
be the fact that Kevin Kline dresses in drag,
but even that can be called into question.
At the same time that western movie in

Agile and proved that over twenty years
after the hysterical The Jerk, he still has
what it takes to keep the audiences laugh
ing. With Steve Martin along side Eddie
Murphy for the first time in film history,
Bowfinger cannot be missed, even if just
for history’s sake.
Two weeks before the summer ended.
Teaching Mrs. Tingle, the newest film by
Kevin W illiam son, was released.
Williamson out-did himself on this one,
creating a movie ten times worse than The
Faculty, which was just a rip-off of many
old alien invasion films. Bland, unevent
ful, and uninteresting. Teaching Mrs.
Tingle should do just as well as other sum
mer flops such as Instinct and Deep Blue
Sea.
The title was changed from the origi
f il m l t d .
nal Killing Mrs. Tingle, but rather than kill
the title, they should have killed the movie.
A precdictable, unappealing plot teamed
with foul acting created Williamson’s
worst work. Starring Katie Holmes and
Helen Mirren, Teaching Mrs. Tingle only
late to.
taught people how to sleep better in a
One week after the release of American
movie theatre.
Pie came an artistic masterpiece in Stanley
With the last week of summer came the
Kubrick’s Eyes Wide Shut. Though many
last movies, including The 13th Warrior,
people complained it was long, slow, and
pointless, it was quite intriguing. The mys
starring Antonio Banderas. Based on a
Michael Crichton novel (Eaters o f the
tery of the entire movie and the fact that it
Dead), The 13th Warrior is wonderful.
was slow to unravel made it all the more
interesting. Especially enjoyable, and even
With incredible fight scenes, interesting
scene transitions, touches of suspense, and
more mysterious is a large party scene that
a very strong storyline, Crichton has finally
Dr. Bill Harford (Tom Cruise) makes his way
into. With rituals
had a hand in his first
and sex taking
good screen adaptation
place betw een
since Jurassic Park,
people disguised
achieving both co-writ
in masks, the ar
ing and co-directing
tistic quality as
credits. It was also a
well as the eerie
pleasant surprise that
feeling evoked in
Antonio Banderas was
this scene were
not the only shining
incredible.
hero of the movie, but
Though the plot
rather an interesting
could have been a
character that worked
little stronger,
with a team instead of
Kubrick d efi
standing
alone.
nitely still had
Crichton fans should not
what it took dur
miss this one.
ing his final film.
With all o f the
Come August
laughter, all of the tears,
came adventure.
the moments I was at the
The superhero
edge of my seat, and the
comedy Mystery
m om ents that I was
M en , starring
asleep, I will admit that
William H. Macy,
1 was more entertained
COURTESY OF TOUCHSTONE PICTURES
Ben
Stiller,
than not, which is the
Jeneane Garofalo, CR ICH TO N’S BEST SINCE J U R A S S IC PARK: Antonio Banderas (r) a nd
job of the business. Job
Paul Reubens, Dennis Storhoi (l) star in The 13th Warrior.
well done.

Michael Finnerty
Arts Editor
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and Geoffrey Rush, put a new welcomed twist
on old superhero stories. With strange super
powers, such as gaseous excretions and sil
verware slinging, these mystery men are prob
ably the most bizarre group of superheroes
the world will ever see. Based on the comic
book Dark Horse, this definitely held the com
edy on the screen. Given the choice, it’s defi
nitely worth seeing.
That same week saw the release of The
Sixth Sense. A phenomenal movie about a
child (Haley Joel Osment) who is able to see
and communicate with dead people, and his
doctor (Bruce Willis) who helps him confront
and comfort these spirits, The Sixth Sense
might have been one of the summer’s most
chilling films. Just seeing a portion of what
this child must have gone through is enough
to send shivers down almost anyone’s spine.
Though nothing could touch Star Wars this
summer, this movie, with a bit of suspense
and quite a surprising ending, had what it took
to beat out even The Blair Witch Project (to
be covered in next week’s issue).
In mid-August, Steve Martin laid a lot on
the line with his first solo written film since
1991, Bowfinger. Starring himself as a des
perate movie-maker trying to get another film
made, he hires a nerdy guy, Jiff, with no act
ing or movie experience to be his star all be
cause Jiff looks like celebrity Kit Ramsey
(both parts played by Eddie M urphy).
Bowfinger followed Martin’s theatrical suc
cess as the playwright of Picasso at the Dipin
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By Tiffany Klabin Palisi
Staff Writer

helsea Sobel walked into Starbucks
Coffee in Upper Montclair and ev
eryone stopped and stared. Not so
much because of her lofty position as Good
Day New York’s traffic reporter or because
of her stunning good looks, but because she
has “it”, a charisma that is ever present.
Chelsea Sobel is New York’s hippest traffic
reporter, juggling three traffic gigs. She
spends each weekday morning at Fox 5's
Good Day New York and splits her after
noons between “Z100” (100.3 FM) and
“Jammin' 105” (105.1 FM). Basically, if
you need to get somewhere in a hurry,
Chelsea will be the one to get you there.
It is hard to imagine how a young
woman like Chelsea could land such a
sought after position in the biggest media
market in the country, New York City. She
took the roundabout route, graduating from
Dowling College with a degree in Social
Sciences and then working for her father’s
company. “My dad is a hard worker and he
always worked selflessly for us,” asserts
Sobel. Yet still, she knew she wanted more.
She called up a friend who was working at
WBAB and managed to obtain an intern
ship. “1 fell into this, I really did,” reports
Sobel, "A lot of radio stations won’t give
you an internship unless you’re in college.”
Good thing she got that internship, because
it led her to a position at Metro Networks,
where she is currently employed, and landed
her the morning show on WLIR (through
Metro), which she stayed with for two years.
Sobel explains, “I made a tape, a really, re
ally bad traffic tape. I listened to somebody
on the radio, 1 taped them. I copied down
every single thing that she said, verbatim,
and I just read it back. And it was the worst;
I still have the tape. 1 sent the tape out and
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God only knows how 1 got a job at Metro
Traffic - and I’ve just been there ever since.”
Despite her success, she remains down
to earth and friendly. She shared personal
stories and funny moments, and even
brought along pictures of her friends, fam
ily, and her two Jack Russell terriers. “I just
try to be myself," admits Sobel who is awed
by the fact that she is fast becoming a house
hold name, “It fascinates me when you say
to me, you know, people know who you are.
I have no idea because four years ago I was
not doing anything with my life.”
Things are quite different now. Each
morning, when we tune-in to her traffic re
port, we see Chelsea’s smiling face and in
corporate it into our day. It is good to know
that her warm, approachable attitude is part
of her personality and not just something
that she exudes in front of the camera. Lis
tening to her give traffic updates on the ra
dio is like listening to a friend. In a busi
ness as competitive as reporting, I wondered
how Sobel maintains her upbeat character.
“I really, really love it! I love what I do,”
informs Sobel, “You don’t want to be in it
for the glory. If you’re going to be in this
career, you’ve got to be in it because you
want to do it, and that’s it.”
Sobel is not all work and no play, al
though you might wonder where she finds
the time for a personal life. On September
25th, Chelsea is marrying Montclair State
University’s own Jim Smith. Smith gradu
ated from MSU after majoring in Commu
nications and now flies a chopper for Metro
Traffic, where the two met. “We have a great
relationship! We’re buds!,” she exclaims
with excitement. When she speaks of their
relationship, her eyes light up and her smile
brightens. She was excited to visit her
fiance’s alma mater and actually requested
a tour of campus. When asked when they
find the time to be together, Chelsea replied.

OPEN AN ACCOUNT AND GET A $50 w - L ™

“Monday through
Friday, I only see
him one hour a
day, that’s it! Our
schedules are so
different. And
then we spend the
entire weekend to
gether and we love
it,” says Sobel.
To many, in
cluding
me,
Chelsea seems to
be at the top of her
game.
She is
looking forward to
moving into news
reporting, and ad
mits, “I want to go
through the pro
cess - 1 want to do
investigative news
reporting, then I
want to anchor,
then I’d like to an
chor a network,
then I want to do a
morning show .”
Curious about the
road ahead, I
asked her to look
JUSTIN KLABIN/ SPECIAL TO THE MONTCLARION
into her crystal
Chelsea Sobel talks about her life a t Starbucks.
ball and tell me
what she sees. “I am never, never satisfied. bug them.” Still, faced with many obstacles,
As soon as I got the Z 100 gig, then Fox, it things can get very difficult. Sobel reminds
was like, a month later I was thinking, when us it’s all in our hands. “It’s like that Nike
can I do news?” Apparently, her future will commercial, just do it! Forget about all your
only get brighter. “I’m always thinking of fears and just go forward and if you fail,
you fail. But it’s like, you have to keep get
the next level,” affirms Sobel.
I inquired what kind of advice this ting up and doing it. If you don’t believe in
young, up-and-coming reporter had for yourself, you’re definitely not gonna make
those of us wishing to pursue a career in it,” she prompts, “so you have to believe in
communications. “Always be positive,” she yourself.” Coming from Chelsea Sobel, that
explains. “Call people, follow up with them, is advice I’m willing to take.

GIFT CERTIFICATE.

Sorry, we can't help you with vour laundry. But, we can help make vour banking easy. And affordable. The Fleet Student Account Package comes with a Fleet Self Service
Checking Account, unlimited 24-hour electronic access by Web, phone or at an on-campus or nearby ATM, all tor a low monthly tee. And you pay no monthly tee for June, July
and August as long as you're a student. Open an account now and get a $50 CDNow gift certificate. Visit us at www.fleet.com/instcp. Everything in college should be this easy.

JjèEleet
Ready When You Are

Member FOIC. Fleet and Ready When You Are are registered marks and Fleet Self Service Checking is a service mark of Fleet Financial Group, Inc. © 1999 Fleet Financial Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
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EDITORIAL

Are you happy with the
changes that you found
around campus since the end
of last semester?
“I’m happy to see that the administration is making
changes they fell will benefit the campus, whether they
[the changes] do or not.”
Bill Gaurdino, SG A Director of Services
“They could have made these changes during the year
so the students would have had a say.”
Eirii Tsumura, Mathematical Education
“Nobody knew it [the changes] was going on. It was
a big suprise and it’s been chatioc around here.”
Will Devone, Psychology
“It’s upsetting about the parking. We had to wait a
half hour for a bus. It should be changed.”
Eva Cirilo, Undeclared
“Maybe if there had been a survey done about this it
wouldn’t be so bad. Parking is worse and very unsafe,
especially for women. They [the administration] know
that the bus doesn’t come around every 15 minutes. It’s
more like every 30 minutes.”
Makeda Breedy, Marketing

Q uestion o f the W eek:
H ow do you feel about the new
change in residential parking?

Let your voice be heard!
Call 655-7616 or e-mail
IwanoffAl@ alpha.m ontclair.edu
to respond.
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Restricted Parking Leaves
Students Concerned For Their Safety
It’s not unreasonable to assume that the most noticeable change since last semes
ter is the residential parking restriction to lot 28. Okay, so maybe students also
noticed the not so fresh, or at least not so eye friendly, coat of paint that was slapped
on the walls o f the Blanton Café or the new so-called security system installed in
the residence halls. But the thought of the almost mile and a half hike to lot 28
causes more worries than the color of the walls we have to stare at when we eat.
For most students, the first thought that comes to mind when hearing of the park
ing situation is, “I have to park where?”. Let’s face it, if you’re a resident, the
thought of trekking down to Clove Road in the rain, ice, and snow, or waiting for
the most unreliable shuttle buses sounds less than appealing. Everyone is already
dreading the waiting (and waiting, and waiting...) or the hiking.
What about Safety? If you think about it, the only thing that sounds worse than
taking so long to get to your car is getting there and finding it vandalized. All right,
there are worse things to think about. What happens when, upon returning from
work at 1 o’ clock in the morning, the bus never seems to come and you decide to
take that long walk down the dimly lit Clove Road and...
You fill in the blank.
Why is it that the University is not as passionate about our safety as they should
be? Perhaps it’s because when the faculty and staff leave their offices they’re only a
hop, skip and a jump away from their cars. At most, they have to walk to the other
side of the faculty lot. How unsafe.
What do you think happens when the same people who came up with this “solu
tion” get home? I’m sure that they don’t have to park a mile and a half away from
their front door. It’s funny that they feel it is all right that the students who call MSU
their home for nine months out of the year should.
Not only is the new system unfair and unsafe, it’s down right confusing. Can
someone please tell us how to go about getting our guests “pre-approved” to park?
It’s bad enough that we pay $35.00, the same price as commuters, to park off cam
pus. Now our guests are being forced to join in on the chaos. Watch out for the signs
posted in the on-campus lots that contain specific parking hours yet also read “24
hour parking”. 24 hours for who? Obviously not the residents.
No matter what reasons the university found valid to create a restriction on park
ing, it’s hard to imagine that there is something so major that outweighs the well
being and general safety of the people who are the core contributors to campus life.
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The Montclarioris Strength as a Voice for All Students
s I was standing in lot 28 at around
1 a.m. on Tuesday morning, tim
ing the arrival and departure times
of shuttle buses and the walking times be
tween the residence halls and the new resident/overnight parking lot, I could not help
imagining what the hypothetical student
thought of the new plan. Even before classes
started, there was an air of discomfort about
the idea, questions about planning and in
tention and safety, that seemed to be ad
dressed by both residents and commuters
alike. Days before the plan went into ef
fect, there was already a lot of “How could
they have done this?” and “What were they
thinking?” and “Do they have any idea
what’s going on?” Were students really
taken into consideration or was this just an
other attempt to find a quick fix solution to
a seemingly endless campus problem?
Here at Montclair State University, I re
peat to myself like a mantra, we are not pro
active but reactive, and, as unfortunate as it
sounds, this might have to fall to pieces be
fore they begin to again question the alter
natives. But, still, I couldn’t shake the voice
of that hypothetical student: “Why did they
do this? Does this school care about me or
my safety at all?”
It’s easy to wonder how important stu
dents (and, in a more general sense, indi
viduals) are within the infrastructure of any
public institution. Every year we seem to
be confronted with a myriad of issues which
call into question the student’s role both in
side of the classroom and out, the validity
and worth of our faculty and staff, the
strength of our administration and the deci
sions upon which they put their names and
titles, and the state government’s position
in mandating what is needed to ensure “fis
cal and academic health.”
Are there ever any questions or is this
just another endless succession of questions

A

and concerns that are Say ...” In this editorial, Pendley wrote on those that make the decisions realize that
never entirely addressed a wide range of issues regarding problems there are more than 10.000 individuals that
with parking and campus safety, many of define this institution as what it is and. in
or resolved?
Though I am now en which still plague MSU to this day. Appar turn, have a say in how that institution is
tering my third year at ently, prior to the editorial, there were sev operated?
I would ask that each and every student
Montclair State Univer eral sexual assaults on-Campus and. since
sity and have been witness the Campus Police were understaffed, all who has concerns about the lot 28 parking
Justin
to a fair share of these available guards were busy handing out plan, 24 hour shuttle bus and van services,
V E L L U C C I questions and issues in my parking tickets and not properly patrolling police escorts and the like contact not only
Editor-ln -C U lif
various positions at The the lots. Pendley also addressed the short representatives in University Police and Se
Montclarion, the old addage seems to hold age of spots for students and the lack of curity or Dr. Karen Pennington, but also The
true: The more things change, the morethey proper lighting or walkways in the lots, Montclarion.
Only by airing your concerns, and le
stay the same.
claiming that any administrative plans to
Below the cynical layers of my person better the situation were being kept in the gitimately voicing your opinions and per
ality, however, there is a part of me that be dark. As the old addage goes: The more spectives, can those that make the decisions
know where you
lieves that individuals can force change and things change ...
stand. And. with
The wonderful
are capable of making a difference, even
out that voice, we
within the context of a system which often and notable part of
“Only by airing you concerns,
are nothing more
strives to generalize, categorize and mini this editorial, how
than a parking de
ever, is that the front
and legitimately voicing your
mize them.
cal, a check for tu
I would like to think that I have found page contained a
opinions and perspectives, can
ition or room and
my voice, my own ability to address issues survey to be filled
those that make the decisions
board, a name in a
and attempt to make a difference in our little out by students and
phone directory,
microcosm of a society, in working on The returned to The
know where you stand.
an ID number reg
Montclarion. As “The Student Voice” (and Montclarion, in or
istering
for
not “The Voice of a Select Few”), I hope der to get the park
-------------------------------------------- *
*
classes.
that other students feel the same way about ing
problem
I have found, in my three years at MSU
this medium. In the September 3,1998 edi brought to the attention of the “campus big
tion of The Montclarion, my first issue as wigs who make the decisions,” as Pendley and as a staff writer and, ultimately, editor
Opinion Page Editor, I wrote that the stu called them. Surveys like this were com for The Montclarion, that the student voice
dent newspaper was a voice for the entire mon in The Montclarion’s past and speak does matter, that the machinery that ensures
university. As Editor-In-Chief, I intend to volumes about the newspaper’s capacity not that MSU moves forward does occasionally
stand behind that statement.
only to inform but to provide an open fo take inventory and keep an open ear and
open mind. Without us, Montclair State
But what do lofty ideals about a news rum for student issues.
Let’s wander back to September 2,1999. University is a couple hundred acres and a
paper acting as a pulse for the campus and a
forum for students to let their voices be Lot 28 and the replacement of USA Secu few vacant buildings without a sense of pur
heard have to do with the fact that a rity guards with 24-hour coverage by stu pose or direction.
We, as individuals and as students, must
signficant number of on-campus residents dent Desk Assistants, shuttle bus services
are kicking and screaming about having to ' and reminders of Clove Road Apartment then take our responsibility to voice our
move their cars to a Clove Road parking lot? crimes from Spring 1999, a campus ques selves seriously because it is in this, and,
On March 5, 1971, The Montclarion ran tioning whether their safety is more impor sometimes, only in this, that we hold our
a front-page editorial by Editor-In-Chief tant than a repaved parking spot, whether true strengths and our abilitiy to affect any
Don Pendley entitled, “Parking and Secu planning is even a step in administrative de degree of change.
rity Editorial: If You’ve Got Something To cision-making. .Do you have a voice? Do

t is understandable that the university felt the need to
do something about its current parking problem. The
problem is simple - too many cars, not enough spots.
But with MSU’s new “solution” to this problem - forcing
all resident students to park in Clove Road Lot 28 over
night - the university has just created new problems with
out solving the old one, and have put their on-campus stu
dents in danger - continuing MSU’s history of dumping on
its resident students.
There are a million reasons why this is a bad idea, but
the number one reason why students should be horrified
over this new plan is their safety. It is mind-numbing to
think that the administration would have such a lack of con
cern for the safety of its own students that it would force
them to park at the Clove Road parking lot and face the
possibility of walking to their residence halls.
Resident students do not spend their entire lives on
campus. They work. They go out to eat. They go out to
visit friends and family, and this means that many of them
will be returning to campus at all hours of the night. The
distance from that parking lot, to Freeman and Russ Hall is
approximately a mile to a mile and a half. To walk it takes
20 minutes. At 3 a.m. it will feel like 20 hours.
But wait! The administration has another “solution”
for this problem. Shuttle service will now be 24-hours and
will show up with increased frequency so students won’t
have to walk. Also, new emergency phones will be put in
at lot 28, and there will be a 24-hour security guard at the
booth near the entrance of the lot, ensuring your safety! It
must be so nice for them to sit behind their desks and speak
of how great everything will work, and how safe everyone
will be while not ever having to experience it.
While the administration has their delusions of gran
deur about their new safety measures, the students of this
university who actually have to live on this campus and
use its facilities know what MSU’s version of “safety” mea
sures are. We know what “on-time” shuttle service means.
Guess what MSU - students are not going to wait 30 min
utes for a shuttle bus, when they can walk back to their
dorm in 20. If you take a look around campus you will see

I

that.they already are making the walk sheet mailed home to resident students with the new park
from lot 28.
ing information was as inconspicuous as possible. At first
On-campus residents - prepare to be glance you would never know that there was a new policy
waiting, and waiting and waiting at that change. You most probably just threw it out.
shuttle stop all the way down in lot 28
Despite the opposition that MSU knew it would face in
at 3 in the morning in the dark, with the this, they went through with it anyway, and for a very simple
security guards sleeping in their booth reason. It is easy to dump on the resident students. Most
Kevin P.
as you fear for your safety. You’ll con residents are students who live very far away from campus
HANCOCK
template just walking back to your dorm, and are forced to live here. They are at the mercy of the
Columnist
which means walking down Clove university and whatever idiotic plan they want to force on
Road, just yards from where a room full them next. When is this university going to realize that
of students were held up at gun point and shot at last se students who live in our residence halls actually live here,
mester; just yards from where a woman resident was sexu and are not just renting out locker space?
ally assaulted by a man who broke into her apartment last
The students who live on-campus are the majority of
semester. That trip will then take you over the Clove Road the students who actually get involved at MSU. They are
bridge where just four years ago MSU student Kevin the ones who actually give this campus some life, and join
Hartman was mugged and then pistol-whipped while walk organizations like the SGA, and fraternities and sororities,
ing back to his apartment. It will
yet they are, time and time again, forgotten about. They
then take you through our cam
are also the ones who pay more
pus where large sections of lights
money to the university. If I was
on campus go out all the time,
paying
MSU over $5,000 a year
“At least we all know where we
and then go for weeks without
to live in a 12' by 17'jail cell, I
rank on MSU s list of concerns.
being replaced. We all know
would sure as hell-want to park
MSU’s version of “safety” mea
w herever I please. It’s bad
Just below snow.
sures.
enough that year after year, fresh
The worst part about all of
men get tripled in Bohn Hall
lounges, but now this? When is
this is that MSU is putting stu
MSU going to learn to treat its
dents at risk, and for what? There
are still the same number of spots, and the same number of most valuable students better?
cars. Commuters will still have to spend 30 minutes just
If the university really wanted to help alleviate some of
fighting for a spot, and still probably won’t be lucky enough the parking congestion, they should have banned freshman
to get one of the new open spots behind Blanton Hall.
from having cars on campus. It is something that is done at
Some administrators have mentioned that this new set many other schools and would lower the number of cars
up will make it easier to plow the parking lots when it snows. taking up spots, something that this new plan fails to do.
There you have it folks. Convenient plowing for the 3 or 4
At the very least, they could stop building baseball sta
times it will snow this winter is more important than your diums and hockey rinks and build some more parking lots.
safety. At least we all know where we rank on MSU’s list However, parking lots won’t make MSU look as good as
of concerns. Just below snow.
stadiums and ice rinks will, and in the end, image, not the
The university knew students weren’t going to like this student, is always MSU’s highest priority.
plan. They knew so well that they made sure to make the
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President Cole welcomes students back to M S U
I want to wish new and returning stu day and noon to 9 PM on Sunday.
dents a warm welcome to Montclair State
Shuttle bus service has been increased,
University for the 1999-2000 academic year. with buses running every 17 minutes to and
For new students, expect the first few weeks from Lot 28 24 hours a day, including week
to be a little confusing and
ends. The Lot 28 bus will
hectic. That’s normal. As
make stops convenient for
Bobby M cFerrin says.
residential students at
“When you see me Blanton Hall, Clove Road
Don’t worry, be happy!”
Ask as many questions as
Apartments, the Freeman/
around campus,
are required to get the an
Russ Hall area, and the Stu
please stop and
swers you need, and re
dent Center. A complete
member that your First
schedule can be obtained
introduce yourself.
Year Counselor is there for
from any shuttle bus driver.
you. If the system is not
The Student Center has
working for you for some -----------------been equipped with new
reason, you can always
lounge furniture and other
seek out the Dean of Stu
am enities throughout the
dents. Dr. Helen Matusow-Avres.
building, new carpeting and paint.
For returning students, I hope you will
Provisions have been made for 24-hour
enjoy the improvements to the campus en Annex access for student organizations. A
vironment that have been pul in place for new $2 Friday-Saturday-Sunday Night
this fall.
Movies series will be available in Dickson
Your student leadership has been very Hall featuring recent releases.
effective and diligent in communicating
For evening students, the Tutorial Ser
some of the concerns of students and ip vices Office has added evening hours for
working with the administration to make the convenience of students who generally
changes.
are not on campus during the day. This ad
For example, in response to student re dition is just the first of several changes
quests, library hours have been extended this designed to provide evening students with
fall. The library is now open on weekdays access to more services.
from 8 AM to J 1:45 PM (8 PM on Friday).
Students in the residence halls should
Weekend hours are 9 AM to 5 PM on Satur notice significantly improved conditions. A

major effort was undertaken
this summer to clean, paint
and repair the residence
halls and to provide some
new room and lounge fur
niture. Card access entry
systems for all residence
halls were also provided to
increase security.
Finally, I would like to
urge you to take responsi
bility for your education and
for the quality of your life
on campus. The entire uni
versity structure is here to
provide you with the re
sources you need to have a
successful educational, cul
tural and social year. We
will all do the best job we
can to make the institution’s resources avail
able to you, but you have to be ready to meet
us half way.
Seek out the assistance you need. Talk
to your fellow students and your elected stu
dent officers. Talk to professors and advis
ers. Talk to department chairs and deans; talk
to vice presidents or talk to me.
Don't forget to do new things. Go to
the theater and music performances on cam
pus. Go to an athletic event and cheer on
the Red Hawks. Join a club. Gather a few

SHIRIN SHERAFAT/ MONTCLARION

friends and take the 20-minute bus ride from
campus into New York City.
And when you see me around campus,
please stop and introduce yourself. I am not
too busy to meet you. You are the reason 1
am here!
Best wishes for a fine semester.
Susan A. Cole
President

N u rse N an cy says goodbye to students
Dear Students of Montclair State University,
It is with mixed feelings that I am writing to tell you
that I have left MSU to accept another professional posi
tion in college wellness.
The years I have spent at MSU have been most reward
ing professionally. It has been great fun to be a part of mov
ing the University from an infirmary-style health service to
a wellness model.
In wellness care, we have tried to focus your attention
on three significant health priorities- prevention of infec
tion with the HIV/AIDS virus; prevention of an unplanned
pregnancy or assisting you in planning a healthy one; and,
early identification of problems with psychoactive sub

stances (alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs).
Your personal decisions about each of these priorities
will in large measure affect your ability to enjoy a healthy,
happy and productive life.
It is my hope that you have felt cared for and cared
about in your interactions with me and my colleagues at
the Health and Wellness Center, the Counseling and Psy
chological Services (CAPS) and our new Emergency Medi
cal Services (EMS).
Most rewarding has been the opportunity to come to
know and care about so many of you. It is a special gift to
me to have been able to join you in the adventure of your
life while you are a student at MSU.
I am so honored to have been one who could bare wit

ness to your challenges, your pain and your personal growth
over these years. I am proqd to have been a member of
your community. I leave you to go to the exciting chal
lenge of putting together another wellness model at Will
iam Paterson University.
Since we didn’t get a chance to say good-bye in person.
I’d love to do so at least in a phone call or e-mail. My phone
number at the Health and Wellness Center at WPU is (973)
720-2360 and my e-mail address is ellsonn@wpunj.edu.
I hope you’ll have a great new-millennium academic
year and I wish you health, happiness and great success.
With Love,
“Nurse Nancy” Ellson

A n d the lot 2 8 complaints begin.
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To Whom It May Concern:

this to the residents who pay almost double
the tuition costs to live on campus.
I am probably one of a thousand people
We [campus residents] do not get ail the
writing about this new rule that Montclair best spots. We too have to fight for a park
has come up with in an effort to make park ing space somewhat closer to school rather
ing for commuters more efficient.
than down by Yogi Berra Stadium.
I am a resident on campus and I have to
I,for one, am very unhappy about this
and I truly do not
say that this new rule is
both unfair and unsafe for
feel safe. This
those of us who live on “I, for one, am very
comes from know
campus. Although I am
ing that I have to
only a sophomore, I have unhappy about this and
park so far away
from campus and
still had a year to experi truly do not feel safe.
depend on the
ence the parking problems.
I think that making all
shuttles that never
residents park in the Clove
come to get back to
Road Apartment parking lot is an unwise my dorm at 1:00 in the morning after work
decision on the part of the school. After all ing all day.
that happened last year, do they honestly
I hope that the school rethinks this deci
think that by saying they will have more sion and changes it soon before something
security and 24 hour shuttle buses every bad happens that forces them to rethink the
thing will be safe?
current situation.
I understand that they are concerned that
Cadence Madreperl , MSU Resident
the commuters are late for school due to
parking problems, but it is not right to do
Theatre/Italian Major
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10 Simple Ways To Spice
Up Your Sex Life

GIVEMOMA
SPECIALGIFT

By Chris Finegan

have the home improvement knowledge of
a fern. A stupid fern at that. The kind that
caterpillars stay the hell away from because
something in their pin-sized brains tells
The following column contains adult them, “Man, that fern got problems. Just
topics and may not be suitable fo r some look at that shoddy toilet installation. He
readers. Discretion is advised. There. should be ashamed of himself.” And I am.
You 've been warned. Now you can’t sue me, Now, when I flush, my garage door goes up.
1 shouldn’t have recorded an episode of
you bastards.
Animaniacs over that part of This Old House.
Number Five - Okay, stop. Where did
Have you ever said to yourself, “My sex
life isn’t what I’d like it to be”? Well, that midget come from? Obviously, not
whether you believe it or not, you aren’t everyone is going to get the joke or even
alone. So if your answer is yes, read on. If think it’s funny. Maybe you don’t think I’m
your answer is no, I’m sure you’ll read on funny at all. For all I know, you aren’t wet
ting yourself. Under normal circumstances,
anyway just for kicks. Pervert.
I would say,
Number One
“Well, th at’s a
- Is that a spiral
start.” But the
cut ham or are
point is, I’m
you just happy
firmly planted
to see me? I sup
behind this com
pose I should
puter for the next
level with you.
academic year,
This column isn’t
and I’ll continue
about sex at all.
writing with or
The headline was
without your
a deceitful trick I
support. If you
used to get you to
d o n ’t like it,
read it up until
sorry, but there
this point. Now I
ain’t much I can
have you hooked.
do. You’ve got a
Ha ha. I fooled
lot more control
you. Now, you
than I have.
have to finish it
You’ve got the
because there’s
uncanny ability
A ll h a il Yogi Berra, K ing o f M ontclair
nothing better to
to skip com 
do and this way,
State University!
pletely over my
your teacher will
section. All I can
think you’re actu
ally interested in the assigned readings. So do is type as fast and (OW!) furious as I can
follow along, because who knows? I might because (OW!) the other editors have me
surrounded (OW!) and they’re whipping me.
talk about sex if my mind wanders.
Number Two - You want me to do They keep (OW!) yelling, “Faster! Funnier!
WHAT?! That’s filthy! You’re sick! Let You call that HUMOUR™, you lowly toad?”
me explain who I am and what I’m doing (OW! That really hurts! Don’t I at least get
here for the benefit of those who have never some Bactine?) I’m (OW!) warning you
read my column before. My name is Finz, right now that if (OW!) what you’re read
and I’m an editor here at The Montclarion. ing doesn’t wet your noodle, you should
(If you’ve never been an editor before, I (OW!) probably stop right now. It’s going
strongly suggest you try it. They’ll let you to get worse.
Number Six - What’s that god awful
print damn near anything if you just find
the right publication.) Every now and again, smell? Is that YOU?! Some of you are
an idea pops into my head. Usually, I burst probably wondering where I get all these
out laughing, say, “I ’ve gotta write that strange ideas for columns, horoscopes, and
down,” and go on my merry way. Some advertisements. It’s not something I’m eat
times it doesn’t look as funny on paper as it ing, drinking, smoking, snorting, injecting,
originally sounded, but I don’t let that stop or absorbing, I can tell you that much. I’ve
me. That’s when I make a reference to beer changed my diet and habits several times,
or a lack of sobriety. This is called “cheap and I’m still this weird. No, I wasn’t the
laughs,” and here at the HUMOUR™ sec kid in the back of the classroom eating paste.
I was the guy sitting next to him. I have
tion, that’s what we’re all about.
Number Three - 1 didn’t think it was fond, rosy memories of daring him to eat it
supposed to be that color. It looks orange. and telling him it tasted just like Play-Doh.
I'm lucky that I have my own column that I Sucker. I also was not dropped on my head
call “The Bully Pulpit.” This is not News. as an infant. I asked my father about that
Don’t confuse the two. Nothing here is ob once. As he gripped the chair with white
jective or informative. Granted, it’s about knuckles, eyes bugged out, sweat pouring
as factual and accurate as the Star or the Na out his body, and a violent twitch, he said,
tional Enquirer, but that still does not make "NO! Of course not! I love you, son! You
it newsworthy. We at HUMOUR™ are sub sure as hell didn’t ricochet like a basketball
ject to the whims of our tiny little minds. off the floor. I need a drink. Go get your
We’re a bunch of clods with no social skills old man a scotch, kid.” So, obviously, that
who get off on writing columns that toe the can’t be the reason either.
Number Seven - 1 don’t think you’re
thin line between opinion and gibberish.
supposed to have THAT much hair there.
(Well, anyway, I am.)
Number Four - Maybe you’ll look bet Most men have at least some chest hair.
ter if I’m drunk. I like beer very much. Some are wild and woolly and have a chest
That’s why I think it makes sense to install much like a big, cuddly, buffalo. If this is
a tap in my shower. I can’t tell you how the case, here is a foolproof way to turn on
many times I was in there and thought, “I your super-hairy man. Pour alcohol over
could really go fora nice, frosty brew. Ahh, his chest. Brandy, 80-proof rum, and eoa cold beer and a warm shower. That’s
Continued over there somewhere
heaven.” I would go through with it, but I
Note to self: Remember to buy a ss wart cream
fo r giant wart on ass.

I saw this in the Sports Section o f The Sunday Star
Ledger one fine morning. I suppose I could be
gravely mistaken about this, but somehow, “M other’s
D ay” does not conjure up images o f Mom in a thong.
This DOES, however, prove that someone out there is
more clueless than I am. I find that comforting.

-Finz

The Horoscope Never Lies
VIRGO (A ag 2 3 fo 3cp. 2 2 ) - L i out this Ijb o r
Dai! Weckeud. 'tod’ll get a deep, rich tao. 'tod look
great, bGt ¿oa lose too n)0cl] moistOre. For two
Weeks, ¿oar skio is so drg that ¿oa look like a belt.
UDRJL 0ep. 2 3 to Oct. 2 2 ) - 'loti will be stack
behind ao elderly coaplc going 4 0 in the left lane.
R^jd then) off the road. Ho! Wait, this is a kiodec
gentler ’Horoscope. J5hoot oat one of their tires,
Then’ll think it’s a fonn^ joke.

m.

THE.

6053
OF YOU!

BY:
M r. Panhead

D (0 R £ !Q (Oct. 2 3 to Holt 21) - T e position of the
stars indicates that ¿oa will get ¿oar ass kicked.
Oops, I think I read that wrong toa’ll either get
¿oar ass kicked or win the lottery Those stars can
be damn hard to read.

A R O (Flat 21 to ?Cpn 19) ■ toar doctor cannot
explain the weird parple spots on ¿oar rear end.
toar friends will laagh and point. That's what ¿oa
get for peeing in that bash at Woodstock.

D A G lT T A R Ill^ (fU . 2 2 to Dec. 21) - toa are in
for a big sarprise when ¿oa wake ap with silicone
breast implants, flfbaodon school for the romantic,
Bohemian life of a poroo star

T A U R ij5 (7\j>r 2 0 to fljy) 2 0) - toa will spend
the rest of the ¿car a prisoner in an evil dangeon.
toa will be held accoantablc for all the sins of the
campas. H & 1 toa asked for it!

0 \£ R I( 5 R H (Pee, 2 2 to Jan. 19) - There is travel
io ¿oar fatare. toar roommates pash ¿oar mattress
down the stairs while ¿oa are sleeping, 'loa wake ap
jast in time to e n ^ a thrilling ride before ¿oa smack
into a wall.

G F M H l (F \$ 21 to Jan. 21) - Quit bothering me!
> p it! Get awag, ¿oa freak! Oh, sorr£ I didn’t
mean that. I was talking to the person behind ¿oa.
I T j bad. YOU will get some GOOOOD lovin’ this
Week. Thc£’re screwed!

A 9i)A R !li5 Can. 2 0 to Feb, 18) - \ well-placed
bribe to maintainance scores ¿oa anbeiieVablc service,
'loa haVc a hot shower eVcrg da¿ for the rest of the
¿ear, ¿oa get 7(_C and ¿oar heat never breaks
Fpjog the good life as the rest of the campas
resembles the rains of |bmpeii.

O t H d H CJfii). 2 2 to Jai. 2 2 ) - toar plan to
exercise is not as well-roandcd as it shoaid be. toa
mag get bigger biceps and toned abs, bat ¿oa’ll never
get a huge liver until ¿oa start knocking back those
shots of tcqoila.

•R J5C L 5 (Feb. 19 to i*lar 2 0 ) - 'tod are comfortable
with the bodg God has given ¿oa. D*iarc ¿oar gift
With others, (¡¡mb to the roof of the Dtadent (goter
and show
¿oar batt.

LEO Cal. 2 3 to F(ag. 2 2 ) - Once again, [co §cfs a
good horoscope, toa overthrow the president ai)<j the
D O T in a bloodg reVoiation. toa establish a sovereign
monarchy The people rejoice, and ¿oa get a good
parking spot for once.
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Humour™: Presenting Another Year O f Lunacy
C O N T IN U ED FROM THAT OTHER PAGE
gnac are recommended. Using a butane
lighter, set Sasquatch’s chest on fire. He
should shoot right up, run around
screaming, and roll aggressively on the
floor. This is a bit painful, so if your
hairy man is not into weird stuff, he prob
ably won’t be very aroused. Still, you
must admit that this way, at least he isn’t
sitting in front of the TV watching foot
ball and ignoring you.
Number Eight - What do you mean
you don’t know where “that” video is?
Where was I? Oh, yes. I was going to
point out the benefits of writing for
HUMOUR™. For example, you are not
bounded by time, the way News, Sports,
Features, and Arts usually are. I’m sit
ting here writing this in the middle of
July. JULY! You see, you don’t have to
wait for something to happen and try to
relate it to the American Public. At
HUMOUR™ we don’t care if you wrote
it in class. My advice, though, is don’t get
caught. And don’t fail. The last thing I need
is to be blamed because you put two and
two together and got six. Use your damn
fingers next time!
Number Nine - Why does your dog
keep looking at me like that? Another plus
is that you can take the world’s most bizarre
pictures and they are never out of the ordi
nary here. For example, where else do you
think you can get away with a quarter-page
picture of a man getting kicked in the good
ies? Okay, maybe Sports, but you’d better
have a good reason for doing so. Here the
pictures don’t have to make sense or even
conform to the article’s message. Here’s a
picture of me as a cowboy. Beside me is
the saloon girl I picked up that night. (Don’t
tell my girlfriend or I’ll be in real trouble!)
If you can figure out what that has to do
with the article, let me know. I just took it

50Mfc U U Y / U K t A I A U V t N I U K t

Chris Finegan, Buckaroo Editor

because I could. Try that. News'.
Number Ten - 1 am NOT inviting my
roommate in here! Let’s see, I told it you
it wasn’t going to be about sex. 1explained
my eccentricity. I told you about my “beertap-in-the-shower” idea. Oh, yeah. Last but
not least is my pitch. I’m positive that some
of you out there are way funnier than I am.
If you think you are, email me. The worst I
can do is say, “I’m sorry, but it’s just not
what we’re looking for.” Well, no, the
WORST I could say is something like,
“AARRRGHHH! I HAVE PROOF THAT
THERE IS NO GOD! I CAN FEEL MY
SOUL DRAINING FROM MY BODY!”
But I wouldn’t do that. I’m not really a bad
guy. And you might be bigger than me.
So try these tips and have a happier,
spicier sex life. Just remember to be care
ful because if you aren’t, sex these days can
give you a fatal affliction. Like a kid.

-- ----------------------------------

fflÊ
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w ordfind

SAM —
V G C Z WT Q N J G D A X U R
o L J G D A9 X V S P N K I F
c AX V S QEOL I HEC AX
c NO T S UOH
Humour™ s Website of the Month V T R P N L P
I HF HDBKEY RY XV E S
T R P A N H I RW S U OM N E
K I G N E I NKD PDBBON
Z X Ü K WL P I L A F U Y L O
T NO S DL A NOD E F F A 1
www.foundrymiislc.com/opant/
RDR A P EÖ S G E QNUMR
The Unofficial Home Page o f Opie and Anthony, 102.7 FM’s
ON L J I G F D C A Y X S HW
most irreverent and original DJs. It features, among other
w

•»

things, soundbytes o f the show, pictures o f the ruckus in the
studio, and where to find all your WOW needs.
We at Humour™ give it Four Exposed Chests.
If you like the show, you’ll love the site. If you hate the site,

YOU SUCK^

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Donaldson

Huff

Nunn

Jones
Malone

Perkins
Rayburn

is o u w y n

Hanks
HiU

Shepard

HUMOUR™
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LET’S PARTY TO
SAVE BOHN HALL!
D ilb e r t®
b y S c o t t Adams
CATBERT EVIL H.R. DIRECTOR

/Tw e

l ik e to

pr o m o te

1

FROIA W IT H IN THE CJ
COMPANY, ASOK.
J

^BUT

WHAT W E LIKE
EVEN /AORE 1 5
Y A N K IN G YOUR
c h a in

a n d then

H I R I N G FROfA
THE OUTSIDE.'

EXPLAIN WHY YOU
WORK HERE IF
YOU'RE SO SfAART.

J

Sept. 1
8 pm,
Bohn Hall
Lobby

ORDER TO SAVE
TIfAE , I (AADE _A
CHECKLIST OF YOUR
HOST COfAfAON

''iN

CENTAL
ERRORS.

S h o r tly a fte r its c o n c tr u c tio n , it w a s d isc o v e r e d
th a t B o h n H a ll w a s slo w ly s lid in g d o w n th e h ill.
( I'FA OFF TO A

A

MEETING ABOUT
YOUR PROTECT 15
THERE ANYTHING
I SHOULD KNOW?j

'Y E S YOU SHOULD A
KNOW HOW DUfAB
IT I S TO HAVE A
FACETING ABOUT /AY
PROTECT W ITH OU T
, IN V IT IN G tAE.

< EVERY TIIAE I " " V
( LEARN SOMETHING )
( IT (AAKES IAE f~ -S
( UNHAPPY. Y - J

T h e S A G , S tu d e n ts A g a in s t G o v e r n m e n t, is
h o s tin g a p a r ty to r a ise m o n e y fo r th e ill-fa te d
h a ll. D o n a tio n s o f $ 2 0 to $ 1 0 0 a r e r e c o m m e n d e d ,
b u t a n y c o n tr ib u tio n s w ill b e g r e a tly a p p r e c ia te d .

r.EVERY

EfAPLOYEE
^
GETS A LOVELY fAUG
W ITH OUR NEW
fAOTTO, " I IAADE
A D IFFE R E N C E ."

MORDAC D E N IE S ^
YOUR REQUEST TO
ADD fAEfAORY TO
YOUR LAPTOP!

/^QUESTION: /AAY ^
I HAVE THE CASH
EQUIVALENT OF THE
IAUG IN S T E A D ?

(AAY I HAVE
A fAUG THAT
SA YS, " I
D I D N ’T IAAKE
A DIFFERENCE"? I

Vf

Come enjoy some punch with our President
and the BOT. And save Bohn Hell, er, Hall.
God knows Maintainance don’t care.
Okay, we 're kidding. We dan V really can• ij il ends up an Valley Kaad and blacks irajjlc. Ilcll, dun would In• more exciliiiK than aur damn party!

'B U T YOU WOULD
REPLACE IT IF IT
WERE DAfAAGEO,
R IG H T ?

" S P R IN T ACROSS
THE RUNWAY AND
C LIN G TO THE PLANE
D U R IN G TAKEOFF."

MaikPa/is<@aoi com >>>$;

THAT'LL WEED
OUT THE DUfAB
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Im p a ct th e fu tu re o f w ir e le ss, d e m o n s tr a te
th e p o w e r o f new te c h n o lo g ie s , and
p u t y o u r se lf in v ision ary co m p a n y .

W hen it comes to innovative, user-friendly wireless
phones and services, no one can see fu rth e r into
the future than AT&T Wireless Services. Already
our revolutionary Digital One Rate service pack
ages are taking the industry by storm. And that’s
just the beginning. From accessing the W eb from a
digital phone to wireless data transmission.AWS is
committed to creating the cutting edge in wireless
technologies. So. if you’re looking fo r a place w ith a
clear vision o f the future. AWS is the place for you.

Customer Care Representatives
Full-time (flexible schedule). Ask about our part-tim e
opportunities!

W e are seeking candidates w ith at least I year o f previous cus
tom er service experience and proficiency w ith W indows and the
Internet. Candidates must have a strong commitment to customer satis
faction. excellent interpersonal and verbal communication skills, and the ability to
w ork various, flexible shifts within a 7-day. 6 am to midnight call-center operation
located in Paramus.

www.att.com/wireless/getstarted
To apply, please type Job Code 99-0034374-AD
on
your
resume.
E-mail
as
text
to
jobs@attws.com OR mail on white paper using
plain fonts to: AT4T Wireless Services. Attn:
Paramus Jobs, New Jersey Recruiting Team. P.O.
Box 97073, Redmond, WA 98073-9773. For fur
ther information or to apply online, visit our
Website.

)Alter
AT&T Wireless Services

( eoe)

îlT C i

T E L E P H O N E D IR E C T O R Y
IN F O R M A T IO N
J90Ô

Please Return By 9/10/99 to
Student Center Room 400

M ontclair State University will include student listings in the 1999-2000 University Telephone
Directory. In accordance with the Fam ily Rights and Privacy Acts of 1974 (The Buckly Am endm ent),
you have the right to refuse such a listing.

IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO HAVE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE
NUMBER PRINTED IN THE DIRECTORY, PLEASE CHECK THE BOX BELOW, SIGN
AND DATE IT AND RETURN THIS FORM WITH YOUR PAYMENT/CONFIRMATION.
__ | I do not wish to be listed in the MSU Telephone Directory
Signature_________________________________D a t e ___________________

PLEASE PRINT THE FOLLOWING:
First N a m e ___________________________ Last N am e______________________
Address
Social Security #

For years, child abuse has been a problem to which there were
few real answers. But now there’s an innovative new program that

animal
I*m • i • nul) n. .t livini;
In inj;'capable oJ. Iccliiu;.

can help stop the abuse before it starts. A program that reaches

lo fin ti ont w hin voit

that lead to abuse. It’s already achieving unprecedented results.

rni/ tin tv half* ti n i Mills,

I nitriti t I ’l I A.

new parents early on, teaching them how to cope with the stresses

So call 1-800-C H I L D R E N today. Because only with your help
can we keep child abuse from touching the children being bom today.

PCTA
People lor liti' Lthiijl
Treatment ot Animals
51/1 frgnt St
Norfolk VA 21510
757 622 PETA
www pela online my

THE MORE YOU HELP THE LESS THEY HURT.

1 - 8 0 0
- C H I L D R E N
N a t i o n a l C o m m i t t e e to P r e v e n t Ch i l d A b u s e

The Montclarion

C lassifieds
• H elp W anted •
Pre-School Teachers Em ployment
opportunities Montclair, New Jersey
Immediate Openings Part time
morning positions available for
teachers and assistants our newly
expanded preschool provides a
wonderful oppertunity for creative and
nurturing educators teacher two year
old class Monday-Thursday 9:0011:00 teacher three year old class
Monday-Friday 9:00-1:00 please call
(973)746-5031 ext.4______________

Voi. 79 No. 1
_________________ September 2,1999
days per week) and ocassional
weekends. Must have own car and
excellent driving record. References
required. Call (973)509-9703 before 9
p.m.

Childcare P/T guarantee min. 10
hrs per week, 2 afternoons for 2
school ages childrean. Car and
references a must, call (973) 7445358

After School Babysitter Wanted
creative, energetic babysitter wanted
for weekly afternoons in Upper
Montclair to assist 4th grader with
homework, arrange playdated and
drive to afterschool activities. Must
have own car. Call 275-2391 before 5
___
pm or 744-7698

Childcare provider for 12 & 8 yr-old
boys. Require mature-minded and
experienced provider to help with
after-school needs and light
housekeeping. 121 Westview Rd.
across Northeast School. Vyvyan/
__________
Matt (973)783-3360

Daytime Babysitter Needed well paid
Sales Associates for Metabolife ™
week to week consistant hours.
kiosks at local malls. Mature-minded,
Flexible scheduling. In Montclair
conscientious and friendly days/
home. References required. (973)
evenings. Willowbrook Mall, Mill Creek 746-5014
Mall, Garden State Park, Paramus
Park, Bergen Mall, call (201)556-1598 Mature, Responsible Student with
to apply _______________________ own car to supervise after-school
hours of 12 and 15 year old students.
Part-Time Work, Little Falls,
Homework help, transportation to/from
Healthcare Consulting Firm, 20+hrs/
practices, errands. Call Peter or Vicki
wk, $8/hr, potential for career
@(973) 746-3932
opportunity call (973)890-0101______
Babysitter Needed looking for loving,
Free Baby Boom Box + Earn $1200! energetic person with own
Fundraiser for student groups and
transportation for Montclair family.
organizations. Earn up to $4 per
Mon. & wed. afternoon; evening. Early
MasterCard app. Call for info or visit
Education majors are encouraged $7/
our website. Qualified callers recieve
hr to start call 783-4589
a FREE Baby Boom Box 1-800-9320528 ext. 119 or ext. 125
Care for Easygoing middle school girl
_______ two weekdays per week, 2 pm to 7
www.ocmoconcepts.com
pm. Great pay, fun family, walking
25+ Per Hour Direct sales reps
distance from MSU. Recent reference
needed NOW! Market credit card appl. required. No smoking. Please leave
Person-to-person comissions avg
message (973) 509-9441___________
$250-500/wk. 1-800-651-2832
Babysitter Wanted are you creative,
Restaurant Earn CA$H in a fun
fun, reliable ? Love Kids? Come watch
environment. We are hiring servers,
my two munchkins, ages 5 and 2.
hosts, bartenders. Flexible scheduling Flexible hours, close to campus. Non
for students. Apply in person
smoking early-ed major preferred.
BENNIGAN’S in Fairfield. Route 46
Julia 239-7073
East at Passaic Ave. 882-0162
W orking Mother Seeks after school
Fast Moving Upebeat Restaurant
help 3-4 days per week for 2 children
and Bar hostess/waiter/waitress all
in Glenn Ridge. Duties include driving
shifts available Rick’s American Bar
children to activities, running errands,
and Grill 550 Allwood Rd. Clifton NJ
supervising homework. Must have
apply within
driver’s license and references. 7431337 evenings or 597-2338 days
Counter Help Applegate Farm Ice
Cream eves. + wknds. call 744-5900
Sitter needed^to care for two young
girls, ages 2 & 4. Must have own car
and experience Preferrable hourshild are anted
Monday and Tuesday 8:30-4:00 and/
or Wednesday through Friday 12:00After school babysitter/Caldwell area/ 4:00. Must be dependable. Call
12 hours/week. Local references/vaild (973)736-3309
_______________
license/insurance/good driving
history/fluent English call (973)403★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
■ A -* * * * * *
9769___________________________
Upper M ontclair mother of two
children (41/2, 2 years) seeks part
time babysitter for one or two weekly
★
feciEiSIG Ej
J
afternoons. Need References please
★
V- \ S ^
★
call 744-3955
★
★

•C

C

W

•

i

Need Extra "Money? I need an oncall babysitter for my 2 1/2 year old
son. Hours varying, sometimes
possible daycare drop off. Home
located extremely close to campus. If
interseted call Kim (973)476-7460 or
(973)523-4340
________________

Wanted: loving, experienced,
responsible non-smoking, energetic,
playful BABYSITTER for a wonderful
2 year old boy in Montclair PT (2-3

!

¿Positions Available Immediately *
£
for Mad Scientists.
*
★

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

^

* M aJ Science o f N o rth C entral New Jersey ★
* is c u rre n tly lo o k in g for stucfents t o w ork
* 1 -4 h o u rs a week te ac h in g science classes *
*

I/ I J r

C ..r

I

_i . ._r

1/

I

i f t o kids Excellent p a y -in clu d in g tra in in g

★

★

Totally Cool 9 year old girl needs
equally cool sitter a few flexible hours
weekly, excellent driving record a big
plus! Great Montclair location. Contact
Cindy (cool mom) at 233-0912______

j f e

★
★
★
★

II

★ Love W o rk in g w ith c h ild ren /
★ Have iu ll-tim e access t o a car/

A fter-school Childcare/Homework
Helper Monday through Friday 3:005:00 one mile from MSU.
Experienced and car preferred. Call
Wendy days 655-4185, eves.7837254
Experienced Babysitter Glen Ridge,
M-F, 2:30-6:30 2 children, 6 & 8 yrs.,
Help with homework. Must drive. No
smokers. Salary and/or room &
board-negotiable. 748-5976________

Warm, Responsible Student with
references to babysit our two
children (ages 2 & 5) one afternoon
per week thru semester. Flexible
days and times. Calll Debra
(973)744-7379
___________

Need a Fun Loving Nanny for two
adorable kids 1 & 3 part time mostly
days, some evenings, must own car
call Kelly (973)233-1881__________

Babysitter responsible, caring
person needed for 2 yr old girl.
Every Thursday 4pm-8pm and
Monday evenings 6pm-8pm. Please
call Adrienne (973)239-2693.
Additional hours may be available.

Child Care I am looking for a student
to look after my 12 year old son from
3:30 pm to 7:30 pm and prepare a
simple dinner Monday through Friday.
The pay is $10 per hour and I can be
reached during the day at (800)2226730 (ask for Roger) and weekends
and evenings at (973)403-1366

Wanted: Mushy, energetic, patient
caregiver for after-school care, one
or more afternoons/week in my
downtown Montclair home for seven
year old boy and puppy. Meet the
school bus at 3:30, assist with
homework, oversee play activities.
Car necessary (973)744-8154_____
Child Care Needed for 11 -year-old
in my Upper Montclair home.
Tuesdays 5:00 pm - 8:00 pm. MUST
have car. Excellent salary. Call (973)
783-3908.
Child Care - Sitter needed for terrific
7-yr old boy 3-7ish pm most
afternoons approx. 8 hrs/wk
guaranteed. Hrs. work well w/
student sched. Sept-June UMtcl. D/
L, car & non-smoker needed. L/O
Refs req’d. (973) 744-0210________
After School Child Crare for Upper
Montclair work-from-home mother: 2
kids 7, 4, M-F 2-6 from Sept. 9,
flexible schedule, suit MSU
freshman/sophmore (917)543-4836
M other’s Helper responsible and
caring graduate or undergraduate
student to assist lively two and a half
year old and one year old. Must be
patient, energetic and love children
15-20 hours/week (flexible, afternoons
preferred) In South Orange. Driver’s
license preferred. Competitive salary.

Childcare Needed in M ontclair
Tues. Wed. afternoon and early
evening for respectful, fun girl & boy
age 6 & 12. School pick up, supervise
homework, drive to afterschool
activities. Must drive own car.
Excellent pay. (973)783-7208_______

i—

• For R ent#

Upper M ontclair Room in quiet
neighborhood for a mature graduate
student, kitchen, laundry, parking,
phone outlet now available, Completly
furnished. $435.00 monthly Call: Mr.
Richardson-Office 744-2433
Residence 746-6173

• M iscellaneous •
Childcare: Licensed home daycare
provider seeks assistant.
Responsible, energetic person to
work with small group of toddlers.
Flexible hours, consistent schedule.
Excellent experience for early
childhood ed. majors. Call 509-9534
Mattress Boxspring Set new in
package cost $600 Sell $165 Cash
can deliver (973)256-2526
Advertise in the Montclarion, call
(973)655-5237

Rainbow Rider Inc.
H ello. W e a re designers and w holesalers of cool
je w e lr y and g ift item s lik e you m ight see in Hot Topic
or Gadzooks o r N ative A rt. Please call Scott at 2 0 1 7 9 4 -3 4 6 6 or fa x resum e to 2 0 1 -7 9 4 -7 2 4 6 .

The following positions are available:

^

★

★
Do You:

Please call (973)762-3303__________

★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

★ Have an o u tg o in g p erso n a lity /
★
★
★ i f y o u answ ered yes t o th e se q u estio n s,
★
★
give us a call a t C973) 2 4 4 - 1 8 8 0
★
★
★
an d set u p a n interview.
★
★
★
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ *★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ *********

1. Customer Service. Part tim e/Full tim e. Taking phone
calls, answering customer questions, etc.
2. Commissioned sales reps. Pleanty of good leads.
Internet, phone and road sales are available.
3. Jewelry design.
4. Company web site developm ent and promotion.
5. Developing graphics fo r advertising.
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LOOKING FOR A PAID INTERNSHIP
OR AN EXCITING JOB?
The N ew Jersey Nets are now accepting
resumes for the

The Nets HoopsZone is a travelling interactive
basketball festival. This 22-foot truck contains various
interactive pieces including three large inflatables
and two regulation size basketball hoops. Interested
individuals need to be able to work with large
groups of people, maintain a flexible schedule
and be able to perform the tasks needed for
day to day set-up and breakdown of the pieces.
If you have a desire to work in professional
sports this is a great first step!
Part-time positions available
• Weekends a plus!
• Must have own transportation
• Must be able to interact with large
groups o f adults and children
•

Please se n d resum e a n d cover le tte r to
Jamie Streit
New Jersey Nets / Nets Champion Center
390 Murray Hill Parkway
East Rutherford, NJ 07073
(201) 635-3304
jstreit@njnets.com

Welcome Back!
The Bookstore has
New Expanded
Regular Hours
M-Thurs

8:30 - 8:00

Fri

8:30 - 4:00

Sat

1 0 :0 0 -2 :0 0

University Bookstore
www.efollett.com

www.couponservices.com
Unlimited coupons to local businesses!!
SAVE M O N E Y EVERY TIME Y O U G O OUT,
N O MATTER W H ER E Y O U G O !
Pest control, wireless communications,
Restaurants, Bakeries, W ine & Spirits,
Insurance, Carpet & Tile, Desserts, Tanning,
Pet Supplies and Grooming, Health &
Nutrition, Hair & Nail Salon, Florists,
Limousine, Taxi Service, etc.

Discover Your Neighborhood!
www.couponservices.com
Interested in a part-time iob during school?

Our

sales position is guaranteed to fit around your
schedule!

Call us at 973-509-5300 and start

earning extra spending money today!

T

Re d H awk Sports

h e

M

o n t c l a r io n
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1998" 19 9 9 A ll-A m e r ic a n s
Women
Jamie Lascik, Tara Wisz SOFTBALL
Janice Brenner TRACK & FIELD (INDOOR/OUTDOOR)

Men
mernberot the iy o » -o i4 cHam pioftM oai^^«^nacuaJis
A year later, as a m ember o f another te a ^ ,
th
league w ith 3 8 victpries and 15 shutouts to cla ip rtir
Calder Trophy as the top N tJL roob e. W ho was he?

Chris Keelin BASEBALL
Anthony Peeples BASKETBALL
Ed Grayer FOOTBALL
Marlon Pollard SOCCER
Ed Wheeler TRACK & FIELD (INDOOR/OUTDOOR)
Dominic Dellagatta, Todd Going, Peter Rapps WRESTLING

Academic All-Americans
Janice Brenner WOMEN’S TRACK & FIELD
Dan Galeta WRESTLING

from

T h ÉMONTCLARION

archives

November 22, 1934

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE PELICAN

TH E END OF A SUCCESSFUL SEASON: Z in n scrambles fo r a three-yard gain during the second quarter o f the Montclair- Trenton match. Despite an outstanding
effort, the M ontclair State Teacher's College Red Devils were stopped in their tracks by Trenton’s defense a n d lost their second game o f the eight-game season. The Pelican
sports writing staff, led by Sports Editor Herbert Lipsitz, called the 1934 Red Devils “the greatest team to represent M ontclair State Teachers College on the gridiron ”to date,
despite the team ’s fin a l loss.

Red Hawk Sports
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This week's

RED HAWKACTION
No action.

th u r s d a y

Men’s Soccer vs Goucher, MD, 4pm
Women’s Tennis @ Rutger’s Newark, 3 pm

Men’s Soccer vs Salve Regina, 2pm
Field Hockey @ Hood College
Women’s Soccer @ Swarthmore College

^
jr ic lc iy

S a tu r d a y

Field Hockey @ Hood College

■1Wif

W tS K m

Come and check us out at one
o f our upcoming Rush Events!

Sun Softball
9/5

■■ w

S u n d a y

^

m o n d a y

^

*

No action.

Field Hockey @ Cookstown, PA, 4 pm
tu e s d a y

w/ the brothers

J o in u s fo r an a fte rn o o n o f o u r fa v o rite spo rt.
M e e t a t 2 p m fo r r i d e s *

Women’s Tennis @ Ramapo, 3:30 pm
W ed n esd a y

Mon Monday Night
9/6

^

RAW,

at our

* - NJAC

match

BOLD

^

- Home game

For more inform ation, call the R ed H aw k Sports Line: 6 5 5 - 7 6 4 5

house.

Come over and hang out at our place as we watch Monday Night
RAW and play pool, foosball and darts. Meet at 8:15pm for r id e s *

North Jersey Center for
Reproductive
Endocrinology and
Fertility

Tue Dinner night
9/7
w / M SU S o ro rity @ o u r h o u s e ! C o m e fo r a

g o o d tim e a n d a fre e m eal! M e e t @ 6p m fo r

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!

r id e s *

Thr
9/9

RUSH
MIXER!
With © K X Sorority
Meet at 8:3(J pm for r id e s *

* W e will gladly supply
transportation to and from all
eventsl Meet by the Student
Center revolving doors at the
designated time. Look for
brothers wearing 0 S letters.

The North Jersey Center for Reproductive Endocrinology
and Fertility Center is Seeking Egg Donors for all Ethnic
Backgrounds, Between the Ages of 2 1-32.
As an Egg Donor, You Can Make a Difference and Make
One Couple Receive a G ift of Life - A Child That They
Dreamed of Having.
Residents of New Jersey Only, Each Candidate Needs to
Send a Picture With Their Name on it, Address and Day
Time Phone Number.

The B enchm ark o f Brotherhood.

After the Donor Has Completed An Egg Donor They Will

For more information about Theta Xi
Fraternity and our rush events, contact
Dave at 973.772.4795 or at
perlumutterd@alpha.montclair.edu

Check us out on the web!
www.aldersstudio.com/thetaxi

Be Compensated 5.000.00 $$$.

1 0 3 5 ROUTE 4 6 EAST
C L I F T O N , NJ 0 7 0 1 3
Telephone 2 01 -4 7 0 - 0 3 0 3
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Montclair State s Spring Sports Wrap-up
Baseball makes 18th consecutive N C AA tournament appearance;
Track & Field’s Wheeler and Brenner gain All-American awards
Senior pitcher Chris Keelin became the
first pitcher in 10 years to be named an AllAmerican and was drafted in the 16th round
by the Philadelphia Phillies.

By Tess Sterling
Sports editor

Baseball (28-18)
Head Coach: Norm Schoenig

Softball (37-10)
Head Coach: Anita Kubicka

MSU’s baseball team had a slow start
this year at 8-10. but ended well, going 208 to make the New Jersey Athletic Confer
ence p.layoffs and NCAA Mid-Atlantic Re
gional playoffs.
This marked the 18th consecutive year
that the Red Hawks participated in the
NCAA tournament. It was also the team’s
21st appearance in the tournament’s 23
years.
MSU ended the season as the NJAC run
ner-up and placed third in the six-team re
gional held at Yogi Berra Stadium.
The Red Hawks played with wooden
bats for the first time since 1972, which re
sulted in national recognition of Head Coach
Norm Schoenig as a spokesperson for the
movement to ban aluminum bats from col
lege baseball.

MSU’s softball team finished the sea
son just one win shy of the record for the
most wins.
The Red Hawks had a spectacular year
but were two wins shy of making the col
lege softball series.
MSU ended their season as the New Jer
sey Athletic Conference runner-up, losing
in the championship game, and finishing
third at the NCAA Atlantic Regional play
offs.
Individual achievements include two
softball All-Americans in senior catcher
Jamie Lascik and junior infielder Tara Wisz.
Lascik also set the single-season batting
average record at .562, and was named the
NJAC and EC AC Softball Player of the
Year.

Women's Lacrosse (5-8)
Head Coach: Dawn Strunk
The MSU women’s lacrosse team con
tinued to experience difficulty in the sec
ond year of its return after a 10-year hiatus.
The team added new players and a new
coach. The Red Hawks went 1-6 to start
the season, but ended the year on a better
note winning four of its last six games.

but came out surging in the end to have its
first winning record under four-year Head
Coach Anthony Shortt.
The Red Hawks had a five-game win
ning streak in the middle of the season, and
finished the year with a 9-0 win over SUN Y
New Paltz. MSU also finished first in the
Manhattanville Valiant Open and finished
third in the NJAC Championship Tourna
ment, which Montclair State hosted for the
third consecutive year.

M en’s Lacrosse (5-9)
Head Coach: Doug Alsofrom
After starting 3-2, the MSU men’s la
crosse team had a double overtime loss to
Richard Stockton and never seemed to re
cover, winning two of its last nine games.
The Red Hawks did accomplish a rare goal
in early April when they shutout Centenary
College 18-0.
M en’s Tennis (6-5)
Head Coach: Anthony Shortt
MSU’s men’s tennis started off slowly

Men ’.vand Women's Track and Field
Head Coach: Bennie Benson
MSU track and field had a spectacular
season, as the team continued to increase
its size and had many individual achieve
ments. Junior Ed Wheeler participated in
the NCAA national meet in Ohio in his first
year under Head Coach Bennie Benson.
Sophomore Janice Brenner accompa
nied Wheeler at the national championships,
earning athletic and academic All-Ameri
can awards for her performances on and off
the field.

Red Hawk Pitcher drafted by M S U racks up six selections fo r
Philadelphia in 16th round E C A C A ll-Star softball team;
Keelin is first M S U All-Am erican since ‘89

Lascik nam ed Player o f Year

By Tess Sterling
Sports Editor

sity, had one selection, while Hunter Col
lege and Drew University had the two nonSports Editor
NJAC'selections on this year’s team.
MSU’s senior catcher Jamie Lascik was
named
the 1999 ECAC Metro New York
For the fourth consecutive year, the New
New
Jersey
Softball Player of the Year, in
Jersey Athletic Conference did well in se
addition to her
lections as players
NJAC Player of the
from the ten NJAC
Year award.
schools collected 11
amie
ascik
Lascik set an
of the 13 spots on
MSU
single-season
this year’s team.
record
with a batting
On last y e a r’s
ECAC
M
etro
NY/NJ
average
of .562. She
team, which was se
also
racked
up 49
lected by head
Softball Player o f the Year
RBI’s, 18 doubles,
coaches and Sports
five triples, and
Information Direc
NJAC Player o f the Year
three home runs.
tors, NJAC schools
She is a firstplaced 10 of 12 play
Batting Average o f .562
team All-American
ers on the squad,
49 RBI's
catcher ,but this was
Montclair State
her first season play
18 Doubles
lead all teams in se
ing backstop.
lections with six,
Five Triples
Lascik had hits
while The College
Three Home Runs
in 44 of the Red
of New Jersey and
Hit in 44 o f 47 Games
Hawks’ 47 games
Rowan University
this year as the MSU
had two selections
ended their season
each.
The 1999 New Jersey Athletic Confer under head coach Anita Kubicka at 37-10.
ence Champion, William Paterson Univer
By Tess Sterling______________________

•'

For the second consecutive year, Mont
clair State University has seen one of its
baseball players selected on the first day of
the Major League Baseball draft.
Right-handed pitcher Chris Keelin was
selected in the 16th round by the Philadel
phia Phillies. Last year, first baseman
Shawn McCorkle was picked in the seventh
round by the Seattle Mariners.
The 6-2, 190 pound native of Vernon,
NJ. finished his two-year career at MSU
with a 16-4 record and had a nationally
ranked ERA this season of 1.32
He also had a total of 189 strikeouts in
165 career innings as a Red Hawk. Keelin’s
113 strikeouts this year was the third high
PHOTO COURTESY: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
est single season total in the history of Mont
Montclair State’s head baseball coach,
clair State. He also became the first AllNorm Schoenig, spoke highly of Keelin and
American pitcher at MSU since 1989.
his dedication to hard work.
Keelin is the first pitcher to be
“Chris was 120 percent better
drafted out of Montclair since T.J.
this year than last, and worked ex
Costello, who was selected in the
tremely hard to become the pitcher
22nd round in the 1995 season.
he is today. Now he has a chance
Righty Keith Glauber, drafted in
Baseball to
show his stuff at the next level,
1994 by the Cincinatti Reds, is cur
rently playing for the “Reds” AAA affiliate and I’m very happy for him and his fam
ily.”
as part of the team’s 40-man roster.
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